
Bonsoni.com Launches Two New 

Handmade Industrial Furniture Range 

Ahead of Christmas. 
 

Bonsoni.com launched two new ranges of Industrial furniture ahead of Christmas this month. This 

will allow Bonsoni’s growing customer base to have more choices when they look for the Industrial 

Furniture to decorate their homes by following new design trends.  

Like other ranges, the new ranges will also qualify for free delivery to Mainland UK, as well as 

delivering to Non-Mainland areas like Northern Ireland, Scottish Highlands, Isle of Man, Channel 

Islands for an extra fee. International delivery also available on request. 

The new Industrial Ranges are “Bonsoni Cayman Zinc” and “Bonsoni Sandy Baudouin”. Both ranges 

are addition to Bonsoni.com’s extremely popular Baudouin range.  

The Cayman Zinc range furniture are solidly constructed and fully assembled. Handmade from solid 

acacia hardwood, with studded zinc shelves giving a cool industrial feel. The beautifully made 

hardwood frame offers structural rigidity and contrasts fantastically with the zinc.  

The Sandy Baudouin, just an upgraded version of the immensely popular Baudouin range. This new 

edition comes features vibrant colour and rustic character, offering echoes of coastal living. Some of 

the wood used can range between 50 and 150 years old and is assembled by skilled craftsmen who 

create this colourful and interesting furniture. As each piece in the range is hand made using a 

unique blend of timbers, every item is truly individual. Sturdy iron legs and handles add striking 

features to the piece. These are solidly constructed piece of furniture and only the Iron Metal legs 

need to be attached to the main body. The environmentally friendly reclaimed wood is finished with 

a resilient satin lacquer which is hardwearing yet emphasises the beautiful colour and character in 

the timber.  

Michelle G., Bonsoni’s Head of Customer Relation says: “The growing trend is clearly towards 

decorating using quirky and unique finds. Home is another place where people like to be creative 

and to express their personalities. Meeting customer demands and choices are our first priority since 

inception of Bonsoni. These two ranges are just continuation of what we have been focusing on last 

few years.”  

About Bonsoni: Bonsoni.com the trading name of Bonsoni Ltd (Site: https://www.bonsoni.com ) has 

been serving a growing customer base since 2008. Providing a large selection of curated items 

making Bonsoni one of the most trusted Furniture and Homewares retailers. Bonsoni strive to offer 

the best service at affordable prices lower than the high street competitors, and have come to be 

known for providing excellent quality of service and authentic exclusive products sourced from as far 

as South America, India and Far East Asia. 

 

 

https://www.bonsoni.com/industrial-furniture
https://www.bonsoni.com/baudouin
https://www.bonsoni.com/

